Abstract Dead-end detection is a key challenge in automated planning, and it is rapidly growing in popularity. Effective dead-end detection techniques can have a large impact on the strength of a planner, and so the effective computation of dead-ends is central to many planning approaches. One of the better understood techniques for detecting dead-ends is to focus on the delete relaxation of a planning problem, where dead-end detection is a polynomial-time operation. In this work, we provide a logical characterization for not just a single dead-end, but for every delete-relaxed dead-end in a planning problem. With a logical representation in hand, one could compile the representation into a form amenable to effective reasoning. We lay the ground-work for this larger vision and provide a preliminary evaluation to this end.
Introduction
Learning conflicts and reasoning about them has long been recognized as an important component in many fields of artificial intelligence and optimization. Recently, a type of conflict found in planning that represents a state where the goal cannot be achieved, referred to as a dead-end, has received increased attention in the field. This interest culminated in the first ever International Planning Contest on Unsolvability in 2016 [15] , which required the planners to detect whether or not the initial state of a planning problem was a dead-end. Effective techniques for dead-end detection are useful for determining problem unsolvability, as evidenced by the winning planners in the contest, as well as solving classical planning problems [7, 13] , non-deterministic planning problems [17] , and probabilistic planning problems [12, 3] .
Perhaps one of the most well understood dead-end detection techniques is to search for a solution in the delete relaxation of a problem (i.e., assuming that actions in our model never delete what is true). Because solvability of the delete relaxation is a polynomial time operation, we can determine if a state is a dead-end in the delete relaxation in polynomial time as well. If this is the case, we can further conclude that the original state is a dead-end; if no plan exists in the delete relaxation, then no plan exists in the original problem.
In this work, we focus on characterizing what it means for a state to be a delete-relaxed deadend, and we do so by introducing a novel logical encoding of the problem. From the encoding we can compile the theory into an equivalent representation that compactly represents all delete-relaxed deadends of a particular minimal form, while at the same time allowing efficient queries or modifications over the theory. For example, one could quantify the likelihood that a partially observable state is in a dead-end, or manipulate the representation to compute all states that could lead to a delete-relaxed dead-end through the application of a particular action by using standard logical operations. The logical representation provides interesting insights into the structure of the delete-relaxed dead-end detection problem in relation to other planning encodings, and we elaborate on these connections throughout the paper.
Our contributions are 3-fold: (1) we provide a simple logical encoding to represent the set of deleterelaxed dead-end states in a STRIPS planning problem; (2) we present an extension that compiles away some of the naïve encoding to give us an equivalent encoding that is easier to reason with; and (3) we present a preliminary evaluation on a range of domains and knowledge compilers.
Preliminaries
Delete-Relaxed STRIPS Planning
In this work, we assume a STRIPS model of planning [6] . A problem is defined as a tuple, F, I, A, G , where F is the set of fluents in the problem, I ⊆ F is the initial state (we assume all fluents not in I are false initially), A is the set of actions in the problem and G ⊆ F is the goal that the planner must achieve. Every action a ∈ A is described by its precondition PRE(a) ⊆ F and add effects ADD(a) ⊆ F. Traditionally, there is also a set of delete effects, DEL(a) ⊆ F, but for this work we are only concerned with delete-relaxed planning: i.e., ∀a ∈ A, DEL(a) = ∅. A complete state s ⊆ F describes what is true in the world, while every fluent in F \ s is presumed to be false. An action a is applicable in state s if and only if PRE(a) ⊆ s, and the result of applying a in s is defined to be s ∪ ADD(a). Note that because there are no delete effects, applying an action in a state can only add fluents to the state: i.e., make more of the fluents true. Further, because all of the preconditions are fluents as well, when an action is applicable it will remain applicable. We will use the following to refer to the actions that add a particular fluent:
adders(f ) = {a | a ∈ A and f ∈ ADD(a)} A planning problem, F, I, A, G , is solvable if a sequence of action applications transforms the state I into one where all of the fluents in G are true, and it is unsolvable otherwise. The state s is a delete-relaxed dead-end for problem F, I, A, G if and only if F, s, A, G is unsolvable.
Satisfiability
We use the standard notion of Boolean logic to characterize the delete-relaxed dead-ends in a planning problem. Here we describe the basic concepts and notation, but the reader is referred to [1] for further details. The task of Satisfiability (or simply SAT) is to find a satisfying assignment to a set of Boolean variables given a logical formula. The standard representation for a logical formula, and the one we adopt, is Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF). A CNF formula is a conjunction of clauses, and each clause is a disjunction of literals; either a Boolean variable or its negation. For example, the following CNF formula,
has two satisfying assignments: (x = , y = ) and (x = ⊥, y = ⊥). While CNF is a natural form to express many problems, reasoning with it is a difficult task. Many other forms have been proposed in the literature that are more amenable to reasoning, and knowledge compilation is the task of converting from one form (typically CNF) to another in order to make reasoning easier [5] . We forgo describing the alternative forms here, but provide some empirical results in Section 4 on the difficulty of knowledge compilation from our proposed CNF encoding to a variety of target forms.
The final notion we will use is projection. The projection of a satisfying assignment onto a subset of the variables is simply the portion of the assignment that involves variables in the subset. We use the notion of projection to focus on only one aspect of the model, and it may be the case that many full assignments will map to the same projected assignment.
Encoding All Delete-Relaxed Dead-ends
To reason about all of the delete-relaxed dead-ends for a planning problem, we must construct a CNF where satisfying assignments correspond to delete-relaxed dead-ends. However, we do not want just any representation of delete-relaxed dead-ends, but instead one that captures the core reason that a state cannot achieve the goal. This can be useful for interpretability of deadends, but additionally (as we see later) allows for a far more compact encoding than the standard Planning-as-SAT encodings. To that end, we will only model delete-relaxed dead-ends that are in a particular fixed-point of delete-relaxed reachability.
Definition 1 (Fixed-Point State) We say that a state s in a delete-relaxed planning problem F, I, A, G is a fixed-point state iff ∀a ∈ A, PRE(a) ⊆ s or s ∪ ADD(a) = s.
Intuitively, a state is a fixed-point state whenever applying additional actions will have no effect on the state (either an action is not applicable, or adds no new fluents to the state). Every delete-relaxed dead-end will have a corresponding fixed-point state s where G ⊆ s, and it is the set of delete-relaxed dead-end fixed-point states that we model with our SAT encoding.
Not only are fixed-point delete-relaxed dead-end states more easy to work with when modeling, but they also represent the relevant core of what is causing a state to be a dead-end. For any state s, its corresponding fixed-point state s will include everything achievable from s (and thus s ⊆ s ). With our encoding, we capture what does not hold in the fixed-point state (i.e., F \ s ), and this will always be more general (i.e., fewer fluents) than what does not hold in s.
First, we present a simple but naïve encoding that achieves our objective of modeling the fluents not achievable in a fixed-point delete-relaxed dead-end. Then we prove the correctness of the encoding, and show an alternative encoding that captures the same set of solutions using fewer variables. The alternative encoding provides a better representation for knowledge compilers to work with due to the reduction in variables. We conclude with a discussion of some of the interesting properties that our encodings have, and their relation to existing notions in the literature.
Naive Encoding
The key insight that we use for our encoding is to focus on what cannot be achieved, rather than what can be achieved. This is in stark contrast with the vast majority of existing SAT encodings for planningrelated problems. We should note that our aim is to model the space of all states that are a delete-relaxed dead-end for a particular problem, and not just identify if the initial state is a delete-relaxed dead-end.
Because we are interested in the states from which the goal cannot be achieved, our encoding focuses on those aspects of the problem that are unachievable. A fluent f is unachievable from state s whenever the problem F, s, A, {f } is unsolvable. Similarly, an action a is unachievable from state s whenever the problem F, s, A, PRE(a) is unsolvable.
Viewing the task of representing all delete-relaxed dead-ends in terms of what cannot be achieved leads us to a simple CNF encoding where the variables are defined as:
• xf : For every fluent f ∈ F, xf represents the fact that f is unachievable.
• xā: For every action a ∈ A, xā represents the fact that a is unachievable.
The clauses that we use to characterize all fixed-point delete-relaxed dead-ends are as follows:
∀a ∈ adders(f )
The intuition behind each of the clause types is as follows: (1) some aspect of the goal must be unachievable; (2) if an action is unachievable, then some aspect of its precondition must be unachievable; and (3) if a fluent is unachievable, then every action that could add it must be unachievable.
The encoding is relatively small, and dominated by clauses of type 2 and 3. For type 2, each clause is only as large as the precondition of the action in question, and there are only |A| clauses of this type. For type 3, each clause is binary, and there will be f ∈F |adders(f )| such clauses (a small number in typical planning problems). We will use CN F (P ) to refer to the encoding of planning problem P .
There are two special cases worth noting. First, if a fluent f has no action that can add it (i.e., adders(f ) = ∅), then there will be no clauses of type 3: if f is false in the state of the world, it will remain unachievable. Second, if an action has no precondition then it is trivially not unachievable (i.e., it can always be executed, and its effects achieved).
A satisfying assignment will stipulate which actions and fluents are deemed unachievable. The corresponding state of a satisfying assignment is the state s defined from the fluent variable as {f | xf = ⊥}. We can now establish the theoretical connection between the set of fixed-point delete-relaxed dead-ends for a problem P and CN F (P ):
Theorem 2 The set of satisfying assignments for CN F (P ), projected to the fluent variables, corresponds one-to-one with the set of fixed-point delete-relaxed dead-ends of P .
Proof Sketch. We first establish that the projection of any satisfying assignment onto the fluent variables corresponds to a fixed-point delete-relaxed dead-end. Formulae 2 and 3 together ensure that the assignment is a fixed-point state: if it was not, then some action a must be applicable in the corresponding state with f ∈ ADD(a) and f marked as being unachievable: i.e., xā and xf hold in the assignment while a is applicable in the corresponding state. Note, however, that this leads to a contradiction: the contrapositive of formula 2 stipulates that if every precondition fluent of a is not unachievable, then a is not unachievable as well. Finally, the assignment must correspond to a delete-relaxed dead-end, as it is a fixed-point state and some aspect of the goal is unachievable (following formula 1).
For the other direction, consider a candidate delete-relaxed dead-end fixed-point state s. We construct a corresponding satisfying assignment by setting the following variables to true and all others false: {xf | f ∈ s} ∪ {xā | PRE(a) ⊆ s} Formulae 2 and 3 naturally follow from the properties of s being a fixed-point state, and 1 holds from the fact that s cannot contain the complete goal (as it is a dead-end).
Fluent-based Encoding
While the above encoding is simple and intuitive, it unnecessarily contains information in the form of variables for action unachievement. Here, we derive an alternative encoding that removes the variables corresponding to the actions. We do so by using the transitive property of the implications in formulae 3 and 2 above; by combining them into a single formula, we obtain the following:
∀a ∈ adders(f ) Formulae 1 and 4 combined capture the precise set of delete-relaxed dead-ends for a problem. The number of variables is reduced to just the number of fluents in the problem, but the number of clauses is increased as a result: one clause of size |G| for the goal, and another f ∈F |adders(f )| clauses of size |PRE(a)|. Just as adders(f ) is typically small, so is the size of PRE(a). We found this increase to be negligible. Because the correctness of the fluent-based encoding follows directly from the logical combination of formulae 2 and 3 to produce formula 4, we forgo a formal proof here.
Discussion
A number of SAT encodings have been proposed for modeling planning problems, but to the best of our knowledge they all focus on modeling the existence of plans in some form. The idea of planning-as-SAT was pioneered in the early 1990's as a method for solving planning problems [9] . Recent advances woodworking (20) have drastically improved the performance of planning-as-SAT [19] , focused on optimal planning [20] , computation of heuristics [2] , planning with multi-valued variable representations [8] , and computing maximally flexible plans [14] . All of these approaches, however, share a common thread: a satisfying assignment corresponds to a plan.
In contrast, our encodings capture (fixed-point) states of the delete-relaxed problem where no plan exists. Many planning-as-SAT encodings use a layered approach and must fix the number of actions in a plan without knowing in advance what depth would suffice. For those that do not use a layered approach (e.g., [20, 14] ), a common bottleneck is the number of clauses required for preventing causal self support: e.g., action a 1 adds f 1 , which enables a 2 , which adds f 2 , which enables a 1 , etc. To rule out any such causal loops in a plan, a cubic number of clauses are required to model the transitive closure of "support". Our encodings do not need to pay this high cost in encoding complexity. Intuitively, this is because the fundamental property we are modeling (i.e., if a fluent is unachievable) is universally quantified: a fluent is unachievable if and only if every action that adds it is unachievable. This is in contrast with the fundamental existential property that non-layered planning-as-SAT encodings aim to capture: a fluent is achievable when at least one action (or the initial state) is able to achieve it.
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The final connection of interest is prime implicants and minimal delete-relaxed dead-ends. Prime implicants describe only those variable settings required for a Boolean assignment to be satisfying, and minimal dead-ends describe only those unachievable fluents required to be a dead-end, so there is reason to believe they would coincide. However, note that relaxing one Boolean variable in the encodings above amounts to saying that we have a fixed-point delete-relaxed dead-end regardless of whether or not a selected fluent or action is unachievable. Changing the setting to just one Boolean variable can easily cause the assignment to no longer be satisfying, and as a result the prime implicants do not correspond directly to the minimal delete-relaxed dead-ends. The final note of interest is with respect to minimal delete-relaxed dead-ends: i.e., a delete-relaxed dead-end with the fewest number of unachievable fluents specified. Every minimal delete-relaxed dead-end will correspond directly to some satisfying assignment of the proposed encoding. This follows from the fact that the set of satisfying assignments correspond to every fixed-point delete-relaxed dead-end, which necessarily includes the minimal delete-relaxed deadends, and it also underscores the subtle nature of the xf variables: when set to false, many of the constraints become satisfied due to the structure of (3) or (4). Figure 1 : Size of the d-DNNF generated by c2d compared with the size of the BDD generated with cnf2bdd.
Evaluation
There are many possibilities for using the logical characterization of delete-relaxed dead-ends that we presented in Section 3. For our preliminary investigation, we evaluate the potential of compiling the theory into many of the popular target languages for knowledge compilation: (1) Deterministic Decomposable Negation Normal Form or d-DNNF [5] ; (2) Sentential Decision Diagrams or SDD [18] ; and (3) Binary Decision Diagrams or BDD [1] . We evaluate both encodings using the range of compilers that are available. For d-DNNF this includes Dsharp [16] , c2d [4] , and sharpSAT [23] . While sharpSAT is not a compiler, the Dsharp compiler is built on top of the sharpSAT code-base and so it provides a natural bound on performance for Dsharp. For SDD, we use the canonical compiler miniC2D [18] . Finally, for BDD, we use both BDD-MiniSAT [24] and the CUDD software package [22] ; referred to here as cnf2bdd.
We implemented software to convert STRIPS planning problems (specified in PDDL) into CNF corresponding to the two encodings (the converter, benchmarks, and data will be released along with publication). All experiments were conducted on a 3.4Ghz Linux Desktop, and every trial was limited to 30min and 4Gb of time and memory. We used a selection of common benchmarks known to have dead-ends. In Table 1 we show the coverage for each of the tested compilers (in their best configuration) on each of the encodings. While the comparison across compilers is not direct, as they compile the encoding into different target languages, we can make some general observations.
The first aspect to note is that the fluent-based encoding strictly dominates the action-based one. Despite the increase in number of clauses, the search space becomes much more manageable. Investigating the data further, we found that roughly two thirds of all failures were due to memory violations, which indicates that storing the compiled form is the bottleneck in the action-based encoding.
The next key insight is that d-DNNF (via c2d) is the target language most easily compiled. This is a direct result of the more compact form the target language yields: Figure 1 shows the size comparison for the fluent-based problems both c2d and cnf2bdd could compile. Generally, the d-DNNF is far more compact with the notable exception of the floortile domain. While efficient reasoning can be done using d-DNNF, common symbolic planning operations such as progression or regression remain difficult. BDD's, on the other hand, are the target language of choice for many symbolic planning approaches, and so it is of particular interest to focus on cnf2bdd. We observed the biggest jump in coverage between encodings for a compiler occurred with cnf2bdd, indicating that there is far more structure in the fluent-based encoding that the BDD can capture succinctly.
While only preliminary, the results paint a broad picture of the capabilities existing compilers have for dealing with the characterization of all delete-relaxed dead-ends in a domain. There remains plenty of room for improvement for the key compilers such as cnf2bdd in the form of planning-specific variable ordering [11] and approximate compilation [21] .
Summary
Dead-end detection for classical planning is central to many state-of-the-art planners, and also a key component for approaches that solve more expressive planning formalisms. In this work, we take the first steps towards characterizing the space of all delete-relaxed dead-ends. We achieve this using a pair of Boolean logic encodings that are elegant in their simplicity, and remarkably, are not susceptible to the same level of complexity that similar related planning encodings face. We also performed a preliminary evaluation to test the range of knowledge compilation techniques that can process the Boolean encodings, and demonstrated the strengths and weaknesses that they have on a suite of benchmarks known to have dead-ends. Our work lays the foundation for incorporating a compact representation of deleterelaxed dead-ends in a larger system, and moving forward we hope to (1) leverage our encodings to improve planner performance; and (2) incorporate notions such as the Π-compilation for stronger deadend detection by combining fluents [10] .
